A user-oriented web crawler for selectively acquiring online content in e-health research
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ABSTRACT

Motivation: Life stories of diseased and healthy individuals are abundantly available on the Internet. Collecting and mining such online content can offer many valuable insights into patients’ physical and emotional states throughout the pre-diagnosis, diagnosis, treatment and post-treatment stages of the disease compared with those of healthy subjects. However, such content is widely dispersed across the web. Using traditional query-based search engines to manually collect relevant materials is rather labor intensive and often incomplete due to resource constraints in terms of human query composition and result parsing efforts. The alternative option, blindly crawling the whole web, has proven inefficient and unaffordable for e-health researchers.

Results: We propose a user-oriented web crawler that adaptively acquires user-desired content on the Internet to meet the specific online data source acquisition needs of e-health researchers. Experimental results on two cancer-related case studies show that the new crawler can substantially accelerate the acquisition of highly relevant online content compared with the existing state-of-the-art adaptive web crawling technology. For the breast cancer case study using the full training set, the new method achieves a cumulative precision between 74.7 and 79.4% after 5h of execution till the end of the 20-h long crawling session as compared with the cumulative precision between 32.8 and 37.0% using the peer method for the same time period. For the lung cancer case study using the full training set, the new method achieves a cumulative precision between 56.7 and 61.2% after 5h of execution till the end of the 20-h long crawling session as compared with the cumulative precision between 29.3 and 32.4% using the peer method. Using the reduced training set in the breast cancer case study, the cumulative precision of our method is between 44.6 and 54.9%, whereas the cumulative precision of the peer method is between 24.3 and 26.3%; for the lung cancer case study using the reduced training set, the cumulative precisions of our method and the peer method are, respectively, between 35.7 and 46.7% versus between 24.1 and 29.6%. These numbers clearly show a consistently superior accuracy of our method in discovering and acquiring user-desired online content for e-health research.

Availability and implementation: The implementation of our user-oriented web crawler is freely available to non-commercial users via the following Web site: http://bsec.ornl.gov/AdaptiveCrawler.shtml. The Web site provides a step-by-step guide on how to execute the web crawler implementation. In addition, the Web site provides the two study datasets including manually labeled ground truth, initial seeds and the crawling results reported in this article.

Contact: xus1@ornl.gov

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Internet carries abundant and ever enriching user-generated content on a wide range of social, cultural, political and other topics. Life stories of patients are no exception to this trend. Collecting and mining such personal content can offer many valuable insights on patients’ experiences with respect to disease symptoms and progression, treatment management, side effects and effectiveness, as well as many additional factors and aspects of a patient’s physical and emotional states throughout the whole disease cycle. The breadth and depth of understanding attainable through mining this voluntarily contributed web content would be extremely expensive and time-consuming to capture via traditional data collection mechanisms used in clinical studies.

Despite the merits and rich availability of user-generated patient content on the Internet, collecting such information using conventional query-based web search is labor intensive for the following two reasons. First, it is not clear what are the right queries to use to retrieve the desired content accurately and comprehensively. For example, a general query such as ‘breast cancer stories’ would pull up over 182 million results using Google web search wherein only a selected portion, usually small (such as <0.1%), of the whole search result set may meet the researcher’s specific needs. Manually examining and selecting the qualified search results require extensive human effort. Second, clinical researchers have specific requirements regarding the user-generated disease content they need to collect. Query-based search engines cannot always support such requirements. Let us assume that a researcher wants to collect the personal stories of two groups of female breast cancer patients, those who have had children and those who have not. With much manual effort, the researcher might be able to obtain some stories of the first group, but so far no off-the-shelf general purpose search engine that we are aware of allows users to retrieve information that does not carry undesirable content (i.e. the support of negative queries). Given the steadily growing volume of patient-generated disease-specific online content, it is highly desirable to minimize
the manual intervention involved in source acquisition and subsequent mining processes. Although an extensive collection of automatic or largely automatic text mining algorithms and tools exists for analyzing social media content, limited efforts have been dedicated to developing automatic or largely automatic content acquisition tools and methods for obtaining online patient-generated content meeting certain e-health research needs and requirements. To meet this challenge in the e-health research community as well as the broader bioinformatics communities, we propose a user-oriented web crawler, which can acquire user-generated content satisfying particular content requirements with minimum intervention. We use cancer as the case study to demonstrate the value and impact of the proposed web crawling technology.

2 RELATED WORK

There is an extensive number of published studies reporting methods for adaptive web crawling (e.g. Aggarwal, 2002; Aggarwal et al., 2001; Alpanidis and Kotropoulos, 2005; Alpanidis et al., 2005; Badia et al., 2006; Chakrabarti et al., 2002; Chung and Clarke, 2002; Gao et al., 2006; Menczer et al., 2004; Pant and Srinivasan, 2005, 2006; Zhuang et al., 2005). In an early article, Aggarwal et al. (2001) contributed the pioneering idea of adaptively crawling the World Wide Web with the algorithmic guidance of using arbitrary predicates. In a separate article, the authors discussed the design of a learning crawler for topical resource discovery, which can apply learned knowledge in one crawling session for new crawling tasks (Aggarwal, 2002). Chakrabarti et al. (2002) proposed to accelerate focused web crawling by prioritizing unvisited uniform resource locators (URLs) in a crawler through simulating a human user’s behaviors to identify and locate links meeting his/her information needs. Chung and Clarke (2002) proposed a topic-oriented collaborative crawling strategy that partitions the whole web into multiple subject topic-oriented areas and assigns one crawler for each partitioned area. Menczer et al. (2004) developed a framework for systematically evaluating topical specific crawling algorithms using multiple metrics. Pant and Srinivasan (2005) compared different classification schemes used for building adaptive crawlers that can learn from their past performance where the crawling process is simulated as a best-first graph search activity over the web. Alpanidis and Kotropoulos (2005) demonstrated the efficacy of combining text and link analysis for improving the web page collection productivity of focused crawlers. The same authors also adopted latent semantic indexing in a focused crawling effort to produce a vertical search engine. Zhuang et al. (2005) studied the problem of how to launch focused crawling efforts for harvesting missing documents in digital libraries.

Micarelli and Gasparetti (2007) overviewed methods for focused web crawling with an emphasis on approaches equipped with adaptive crawling capabilities. Babaria et al. (2007) proposed a method that tackles the focused web crawling problem as a large scale ordinal regression problem. Their crawler was subsequently supported by scalable ordinal regression solvers. Barbosa and Freire (2007) proposed an adaptive crawler that can efficiently discover hidden web entry points through web page content topic mining, link prioritization and exploration-based link visitation. De Assis et al. (2008) explored the impact of term selection in conducting genre-aware focused crawling efforts. Guan et al. (2008) explored how to use online topical importance estimation to efficiently and effectively guide the execution of focused crawlers. Chen et al. (2009) developed a cross-language focused crawling algorithm by applying multiple relevance prediction strategies. Batsakis et al. (2009) showed that by jointly analyzing web page content and link anchoring text, focused crawlers can better reach relevant pages. Ahlers and Boll (2009) introduced an adaptive geospatially focused crawler that can efficiently retrieve online documents relating to location information. Dey et al. (2010) introduced a focused web crawler for obtaining country-based financial data. Furuse et al. (2011) extended the Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search algorithm proposed by Kleinberg (1999) and introduced a new method to find related web pages with focused crawling techniques. The key feature of their algorithm was a mechanism to visit both forward and backward links from seed web pages for constructing an extended neighborhood graph to conduct focused web crawling. Liu and Milios (2012) introduced two probabilistic models for focused web crawling, one based on maximum entropy Markov model and the other based on linear-chain conditional random field. Fu et al. (2012) proposed to use opinion information to guide focused web crawling efforts for constructing a sentimentally aware web crawler.

Compared with all the crawling efforts surveyed earlier in the text and other similar pieces of work that cannot be included in this article due to space limitations, our proposed adaptive web crawler is characterized by three novel features. First, existing web crawlers rely heavily on the link structures of web graphs to determine the crawling priorities, under the assumption that relevant web pages are well interconnected. However, medical topic forums and blogs tend to be highly scattered with sparse or no links among them. Recognizing the challenge that this particular problem poses, we propose a new crawler that leverages a third-party search engine to massively and aggressively harvest candidate target crawling links, coupled with a parallel crawler navigation module that performs elaborate user-oriented crawling utility prediction and utility-driven crawling priority determination. Second, due to the critical importance of crawling utility prediction, our crawler carefully balances the time cost between repeatedly training a capable crawling utility predictor using a dynamically identified machine learning method and the actual time spent on crawling the web. Last but not least, our new crawler is equipped with an autonomous query composition and suggestion capability, built on content-based mining of exemplar search results. Compared with existing topic-based focused crawlers, the new crawler performs its function without a predefined topic ontology. Therefore, the crawler can be applied to efficiently and effectively acquire any content that matches the user’s needs. This function enables users to harvest relevant content more comprehensively without the manual effort of composing explicit queries.

3 ESTIMATING WEB PAGE UTILITY SCORES AS FEEDBACKS FOR A WEB CRAWLER

To develop a self-adaptive web crawler, one key system module is a feedback component that is capable of estimating the utility
score of an arbitrary web page. The estimated web page utility scores can then guide the web crawler to make optimized crawling decisions. Below, we describe how we develop this predictive feedback module for web page utility score estimation. For easy reference and understanding, we list the key symbols and mathematical notations used in the algorithm description in the Appendix, which is available as a Supplementary File.

For an arbitrary web page \( wp \) and certain user information need \( \Omega \), we aim to develop a predictive model \( \Phi \) that is capable of determining the utility score of \( wp \) according to \( \Omega \). The derived score is denoted as \( \Phi(wp, \Omega) \in [0, 1] \), where the higher the score is, the more useful the web page is considered. To construct the predictive model \( \Phi \), we follow a supervised learning-based approach. Features extracted from \( wp \) as the input for \( \Phi \) include words or word phrases detected from (i) the content words in the main body of an HTML file, (ii) words in the heading and subtitles of an HTML file and (iii) the anchor text embedded in an HTML file, including the URL(s) associated with the anchor text. To extract words in the main body of an HTML file, we use the Boilerpipe Java library introduced in Kohlschutter (2011). To obtain the heading and subtitles of an HTML file, we implement an HTML parser that extracts all the text enclosed in the HTML blocks of \(<h1>...</h1>\) where \( h \) stands for an integer number in the range of [1, 6]. For example, from the HTML block \(<h1 id="sectiontitle">Breast Cancer</h1>\), we can extract the heading text of ‘Breast Cancer’. Similarly, to obtain the anchor text, we implement an HTML text parser that collects the annotation text associated with hypertext links embedded in an HTML file. Following the above procedure, we derive the aforementioned three sets of the text from \( wp \), which are, respectively, denoted as \( T_1(wp) \), \( T_2(wp) \) and \( T_3(wp) \).

We then apply the Rapid Automatic Keyword Extraction algorithm (RAKE) proposed by Rose et al. (2012) to identify a set of key words or phrases from each one of the text sets, \( T_1(wp), \ldots, T_3(wp) \), prepared in the above. The results are, respectively, denoted as \( kw_{i,j}(wp) (i = 1, 2, 3; j = 1, \ldots, n_i) \), where \( n_i \) denotes the number of distinct key words extracted by the RAKE algorithm from the text set \( T_j(wp) \) and the subscript \( j \) in the notation \( kw_{i,j}(wp) \) indexes these key words individually. To train the web page utility estimator \( \Phi(wp, \Omega) \) following a supervised learning-based procedure, our method also requires a set of manually labeled samples. For this purpose, we collect all the detected key words from web pages in \( wp \) and denote them as \( kw_i(wp) \) where \( kw_i(wp) \) is a short notation for \( kw_{i,1}(wp) \). To train the utility estimator \( \Phi(wp, \Omega) \), we present a selected collection of web pages \( wp \) and solicit human experts’ manual ratings for these web pages according to the information quality measurement criterion \( \Omega \). Each human-labeled utility score, denoted as \( \Phi(wp, \Omega) \), is a rational number in the range of [0, 1]. The higher the score value is, the better the quality of the web page is considered by the human evaluator.

Given the substantial imbalance between the number of candidate key words that may be used as features for \( wp \) and the available human-labeled training samples, to train the utility estimator \( \Phi(wp, \Omega) \), we first apply a feature selection procedure to reduce the amount of candidate key word features. This screening process consists of two steps. In the first step, we eliminate all the key words whose support values are below a certain empirically chosen threshold, which is set to five in all our experiments. After the infrequent key word filtering step, we denote the set of remaining key words as \( kw \). In the second step of the key word reduction process, we examine the odd ratios of key words with respect to a human-labeled training set. Specifically, for each candidate key word \( kw_i(wp) \) and a given threshold \( \tau \in [0, 1] \), we first derive the key word’s odd ratio \( \psi(kw_i(wp), \Omega, \tau) \) with respect to the labeled training set as follows:

\[
\psi(kw_i(wp), \Omega, \tau) = \frac{p_{11}(kw_i(wp), wp)p_{00}(kw_i(wp), wp)}{p_{10}(kw_i(wp), wp)p_{01}(kw_i(wp), wp)},
\]

where \( p_{11}(kw_i(wp), wp) \) is the number of web pages in \( wp \) that contain the key word \( kw_i(wp) \) and whose human-labeled utility score is above the threshold, i.e. \( p_{11}(kw_i(wp), wp) = |wp_x \in wp | kw_i(wp) \in wp_x, \Phi(wp_x, \Omega) \geq \tau| \); \( p_{01}(kw_i(wp), wp) \) is the number of web pages in \( wp \) that contain the key word \( kw_i(wp) \) and whose human-labeled utility score is below the threshold, i.e. \( p_{01}(kw_i(wp), wp) = |wp_x \in wp | kw_i(wp) \in wp_x, \Phi(wp_x, \Omega) < \tau| \). Similarly, we define \( p_{00}(kw_i(wp), wp) \) and \( p_{10}(kw_i(wp), wp) \), which are counterparts for \( p_{11} \) and \( p_{01} \) with the only difference being that the web pages considered now do not contain the key word \( kw_i(wp) \). That is, \( p_{00}(kw_i(wp), wp) = |wp_x \in wp | kw_i(wp) \notin wp_x, \Phi(wp_x, \Omega) \geq \tau| \) and \( p_{10}(kw_i(wp), wp) = |wp_x \in wp | kw_i(wp) \notin wp_x, \Phi(wp_x, \Omega) < \tau| \). We then rank all the candidate key words \( kw_i(wp) \in kw \) in a descending order according to their respective odd ratios derived from (1). When training the web page utility estimation model using a specific machine learning method, we progressively admit key words as features into the model one-by-one until the testing performance of the trained model as obtained through 10-fold cross-validation declines from the peak testing performance by \( >5\% \). We then retrospectively remove all the key word features admitted after the model achieves its peak performance moment.

In our experiments, we explored the following machine learning methods when developing the web page utility estimator \( \Phi(wp, \Omega) \): Gaussian processes for regression, isotonic regression, least median squared linear regression, linear regression, radial basis function network, additive regression, bagging, regression by discretization and stacking. The implementations of all the above methods were provided by the Weka package (Hall et al., 2009). According to our experimental results, we empirically found that the additive regression method achieves the best performance in all our experiments as measured by the 10-fold cross-validation scheme.

4 ADAPTIVE WEB CRAWLER FOR ACQUIRING USER-DESIRED ONLINE PATIENT CONTENT

Given a web page utility estimator \( \Phi(wp, \Omega) \) trained from a set of human-labeled example web pages \( \{\Phi(wp_x, \Omega)| wp_x \} \), we can then develop a user-oriented web crawler that is capable of adaptively acquiring relevant web pages that satisfy the user information requirement \( \Omega \). Figure 1a illustrates the overall architecture of our adaptive web crawler, the design of which will be discussed in this section. Figure 1b provides a companion computational data flow of the crawler design with more technical details.
queries that precisely expresses the user search intent and also ensures a comprehensive and diverse coverage over the user demanded topics are well beyond the reach of most human searchers. To overcome this limitation, we introduce a heuristic query generator, which is described later in this article. In addition, we further equip the crawler with an adaptive feature to speed up its execution. To differentiate from the first version of the crawler $C_1$, we name the adaptive version of the crawler as $C_2$, the design of which will be described in the next section.

4.2 Crawler design II: a user-oriented web crawler design

4.2.1 Problem Statement Given a list of search result URL links $u = [u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_n]$, the goal of an adaptive crawler is to adaptively and dynamically determine a priority list $\Delta(u) = [u_{i(1)}, u_{i(2)}, \ldots, u_{i(n)}]$ where these links shall be crawled. Here $\delta$ is a ranking function over all the candidate web pages to be crawled and the notation of $u_{i(1)}$ represents the URL of the $i$-th web page that the crawler visits since the beginning of a crawling session. As discussed previously, exhaustively downloading all the links may take a long time wherein many links may not be relevant to the end user’s need. Hence in practice, given a priority list $\Delta(u)$ and a certain amount of downloading time that a user can afford, the crawler will only download the header part of the prioritized results until all available time is used up. Determining a truly optimal ranking function $\delta$ requires the full knowledge regarding the utilities of web pages pointed to by these links, which is well beyond the reach of any runtime algorithm. Therefore, we have to rely on some heuristics to construct the ranking function.

Given a web page’s URL link $u_k$, once the crawler actually downloads the actual web page $wp(u_k)$ that is pointed to by the link, we can measure the utility of the individual search result page $\Phi(wp(u_k), \Omega)$ by applying the trained utility estimation function $\Phi(\cdot, \cdot)$. The problem now reduces to whether we can predict the value of $\Phi(wp(u_k), \Omega)$ based on all the available information regarding the link $u_k$. A typical search engine will return a highlight snippet about $u_k$, including $u_k$’s URL, a running head text and a brief piece of selected text from the search result. Using text features $F(u_k)$ extracted from the above three types of information, our method wants to predict the value of $\Phi(wp(u_k), \Omega)$. In our current implementation, $F(u_k)$ includes all the individual non-stop words in the above snippet text of the web page $wp(u_k)$. The prediction function is stated as follows:

$$\Upsilon(wp(u_k), \Omega) : F(u_k) \rightarrow \Phi(wp(u_k), \Omega) \quad (2)$$

The key difference between the function $\Upsilon(wp(u_k), \Omega)$ and $\Phi(wp(u_k), \Omega)$ is that $\Upsilon(wp(u_k), \Omega)$ is estimated using text features extracted from the full text of the web page $wp(u_k)$ after the web page is downloaded, whereas $\Upsilon(wp(u_k), \Omega)$ is estimated using text features extracted from the snippet text of the web page $wp(u_k)$ before the web page is downloaded. It should be noted that to obtain a sample pair of $(F(u_k), \Phi(wp(u_k), \Omega))$ for training the prediction function $\Upsilon$, there is a penalty in term of the link visitation time, which is non-trivial in many practical scenarios as analyzed at the beginning of this article. Therefore, from the runtime efficiency perspective, it is desirable to use $\Upsilon(wp(u_k), \Omega)$ instead of $\Phi(wp(u_k), \Omega)$ if the error can be tolerated. Let $\psi(\Upsilon, t)$ be the prediction error of the trained predictor $\Upsilon$ at a given time moment $t$. 

![Fig. 1. The overall architecture (a) of our adaptive web crawler design and its companion computational data flow (b)](image-url)
With the progression of a crawler’s execution in any crawling session, more training examples will be accumulated, which help train a more accurate predictor. Lastly, it is noted that the prediction accuracy of $Y(wp(u), \Omega)$ is affected by the amount of training samples available. Because in this work, we assume the time duration of deriving the value of $\Phi(wp(u), \Omega)$ is negligible once the web page $wp(u_i)$ is downloaded.

### 4.2.2 Objective formulation

We can now formulate the optimal URL link visitation planning task as the following dynamic schedule optimization problem. Let us consider a pool of candidate URLs $\mathcal{U} = \{u_1, u_2, \ldots\}$ to be crawled. The link $u_i$ has the utility score of $\Phi(wp(u), \Omega)$, if its pointing destination web page has been downloaded, which costs time $T(u_i)$ to access. In this work, we do not consider the time of applying the trained estimator $\Phi(\cdots)$ onto the web page with the URL $u_i$ because all the candidate machine learning methods we considered for this predictive modeling task are differentiated by the subscript $k$, we derive multiple error intervals for each estimation, which do not consider the time of applying the trained estimator $\Phi(\cdots)$ onto the web page.

In our current implementation, we derive multiple error intervals for each estimation, which are differentiated by the subscript $k$. The estimation confidence for the relative error interval of $[\psi_k(wp(u_i), t_j), \psi_k(wp(u_i), t_j)]$ is denoted as $\eta_k(wp(u_i), t_j) \in [0, 1]$, the higher the score is, the more confident the estimation is. To measure the relative error intervals and their corresponding confidence, each time when a candidate predictive model is trained as allowed by the available training data, we then test the model on the testing dataset using the leave-one-out evaluation scheme. Instead of aggregating all the testing errors into some overall error metric, we compute the $90\%, 80\%, \ldots, 10\%, 5\%$ percentile error intervals $[\psi_k(wp(u_i), t_j), \psi_k(wp(u_i), t_j)](k = 1, \ldots, 10)$ where $\psi_k(wp(u_i), t_j)$ is assigned as the relative error of the $k$-th percentile error value derived in the aforementioned procedure. Its corresponding confidence value $\eta_k(wp(u_i), t_j)$ is assigned as the corresponding percentile value, which indicates the likelihood that the true error will indeed fall into the estimated error interval.

Given the above notations, we can quantitatively state the goal of our optimization problem as follows: given a certain amount of time $t_k$ permissible for a crawler, the problem goal is to find an optimal URL visitation trajectory $V(t_0, t_k) = \{u_{0,1}, u_{0,2}, \ldots, u_{0,n}\}$ that maximizes the total utility score of all the URLs visited since the beginning moment of a crawling session $t_0$ and ends by the time period $t_k$ wherein the URL sequence $\{u_{0,1}, u_{0,2}, \ldots, u_{0,n}\}$ encompasses all the web pages the crawler manages to visit under the visitation trajectory $V(t_k)$ within the given time duration of $[t_0, t_k]$. One final touch regarding the problem statement is that the URL pool $\mathcal{U}$ itself is a dynamically growing set. Because each time when the web page $wp(u_i)$ pointed to by the URL $u_i$ is visited, the crawler may discover new URLs from $wp(u_i)$, which will then be extracted and added into the pool $\mathcal{U}$. For reference, we denote the snapshot of the pool of candidate URLs awaiting to be crawled at the time moment of $t_i$ as $U(t_i)$. At the beginning of a crawling session, i.e. at the initial time moment $t_0$, no web pages have been crawled. The corresponding candidate URL pool $U(t_0)$ is the pool of seed web page URLs for launching the crawler. Formally, we can express the optimization objective as follows:

$$\text{maximize}_{V(t_0, t_k) = \{u_{0,1}, \ldots, u_{0,n}\}} \mathcal{G}(t_0, t_k, V(t_0, t_k))$$

in which the objective function is defined as follows:

$$\mathcal{G}(t_0, t_k, V(t_0, t_k)) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \Phi(wp(u_i), \Omega) \quad \text{subject to :}$$

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} T(u_{i,0}) \leq t_k - t_0;$$

$$u_{i,0} \in \mathcal{U} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{i-1} T(u_{j,0}) \right) (i = 1, \ldots, n)$$

Note that in (4), the first constraint, $\sum_{i=1}^{n} T(u_{i,0}) \leq t_k - t_0$, ensures that visiting all the URLs along the visitation trajectory $V(t_0, t_k)$ will not take the total length of the allocated time. The second constraint $u_{i,0} \in \mathcal{U} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{i-1} T(u_{j,0}) \right)$ guarantees that at any moment when the crawler executes the visitation trajectory $V(t_0, t_k)$, which we assume to be the moment after the $(i-1)$-th URL in $V(t_0, t_k)$ is visited but before the $i$-th link is to be visited, the next URL the crawler is going to visit shall only come from the current candidate URL pool $\mathcal{U} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{i-1} T(u_{j,0}) \right)$ wherein $\sum_{j=1}^{i-1} T(u_{j,0})$ is the corresponding time stamp for the moment. Also, by definition, $\delta(i)$ is a ranking function, which implies that $i \neq j \Rightarrow \delta(i) \neq \delta(j)$.

It shall be noted that the target function $\mathcal{G}(t_0, t_k, V(t_0, t_k))$ defined in (4) cannot be directly used in the actual optimization process during runtime because as mentioned earlier, to obtain the information $\Phi(wp(u_{i,0}), \Omega)$, the crawler first needs to visit the URL $u_{i,0}$, which would incur the cost of link visitation time $T(u_{i,0})$. Expecting to have the full knowledge of $\Phi(wp(u_{i,0}), \Omega)$ for all $u_{i,0}$ involved in the optimal planning process is impractical because this would require the crawler to visit every link in the candidate URL pool, which is highly undesirable. Taking into account the considerable amount of time cost for ‘knowledge acquisition’ in terms of the time required for downloading the web page $wp(u_{i,0})$ to derive the value of $\Phi(wp(u_{i,0}), \Omega)$, we revise the objective function $\mathcal{G}(t_0, t_k, V(t_0, t_k))$ in (4) and formulate a new objective function $\widehat{\mathcal{G}}(t_0, t_k, V(t_0, t_k))$ that can be evaluated computationally on the fly. For simplicity, we use the short notation of $T_i$ to denote $\sum_{j=1}^{i-1} T(u_{j,0})$, which indicates the time moment immediately after the first $i-1$ URLs have been visited by the crawler in a crawling session:

$$\text{maximize}_{V(t_0, t_k) = \{u_{0,1}, \ldots, u_{0,n}\}} \widehat{\mathcal{G}}(t_0, t_k, V(t_0, t_k)) = \frac{1}{10} \sum_{i=1}^{10} \eta_i(wp(u_{i,0}), T_i) (1 - \psi_i(wp(u_{i,0}), T_i)) Y(wp(u_{i,0}), \Omega, T_i)$$

subject to :

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} T(u_{i,0}) \leq t_k - t_0; u_{i,0} \in \mathcal{U} (T_i) (i = 1, \ldots, n).$$

(5)
To understand the design of (5), for a given utility estimate for a web page \( \Upsilon(wp(\mathbf{ui}_0), \Omega, T) \), for its \( k \)-th relative error interval \([-\psi_k(wp(\mathbf{ui}_0), T), \psi_k(wp(\mathbf{ui}_0), T)]\), the corresponding lowest utility estimate is \((1 - \psi_k(wp(\mathbf{ui}_0), T))\Upsilon(wp(\mathbf{ui}_0), \Omega, T)\) with the estimate confidence being \(\eta_k(wp(\mathbf{ui}_0), T)\). Please note the above estimate gives a conservative measure regarding the utility scores harvested from crawled web page as the actual relative error may not be as high as the maximum value, \(\psi_k(wp(\mathbf{ui}_0), T)\), in the error interval. By averaging such estimates for all 10 error intervals, we derive a conservative estimation of the confidence-modulated utility score for the \( i \)-th web page crawled. Adding up all \( n \) web pages the crawler acquires along the visitation trajectory, we derive the overall confidence-modulated utility score for all the web pages acquired by the crawler during the period of \([t_0, t_1]\) under the most conservative estimate.

4.2.3 Problem resolution The above formulated optimization problem is apparently computationally intractable because the three terms involved in the objective function \( \eta_k(wp(\mathbf{ui}_0), T), \psi_k(wp(\mathbf{ui}_0), T) \) and \( \Upsilon(wp(\mathbf{ui}_0), \Omega, T) \) as well as the candidate URL pool \( l(T) \) are all functions of the time consumed up to a certain intermediate step, i.e. \( T_i \) in the simultaneous crawler online execution and dynamic planning process. Others may want to use dynamic programming to derive an optimal solution for the problem. However, given the typically large number of steps involved in the planning process it is commonly expected for a crawler to encounter and gather tens of thousands or even millions of web pages during one run. Consequently, the cost of executing a dynamic programing procedure can quickly grow computationally unaffordable.

To derive the solution in a computationally affordable way, we hence turn to an approximation algorithm-based approach, which can be executed efficiently in practice. Let \( t_z \) be the time the algorithm needs to probabilistically choose a crawling target. At this moment, the algorithm chooses from the then candidate URL pool \( l(T_z) \) a link \( \mathbf{ui}_0 \) with the probability of \( p_i(T_z) = \frac{q(T_z)}{\sum_{u_i \in l(T_z)} q(T_z)} \) where \( q(T_z) \) is defined as follows:

\[
q_i(T_z) = \sum_{k=1}^{10} \eta_k(wp(\mathbf{ui}_0), T_z)(1 - \psi_k(wp(\mathbf{ui}_0), T_z))\Upsilon(wp(\mathbf{ui}_0), \Omega, T_z). \tag{6}
\]

Note that before we acquire a sufficient number of samples of \( \Phi(wp(\mathbf{ui}_0), \Omega) \), we cannot train a reliable model to serve as \( \Upsilon(wp(\mathbf{ui}_0), \Omega) \) because the training data required of \( \Phi(wp(\mathbf{ui}_0), \Omega) \) is in the form of pairs of \((\mathbf{F}(\mathbf{ui}_0), \Phi(wp(\mathbf{ui}_0), \Omega))\) (see the definition of (2) in Section 4.2.1). Therefore, we assign a uniformly random distribution over all candidate URLs that are currently available. That is, we set \( p_i(T_z) = \frac{1}{\pi \cdot \eta(T_z)} \). In our current implementation, we use (6) to assign probability distributions of \( \{p_i(T_z)\} \) when the crawler has acquired \( >1000 \) web pages in a crawling session.

4.3 Workflow of prototype web crawler

Putting all the algorithmic modules together, we constructed a user-oriented adaptive web crawler. The overall operating procedure of the pipeline is as follows. Given a specific user web crawling need \( \Omega \), the user first conducts a few brief web query efforts wherein he/she would compose a few queries to search the web. Within the returned search results, the user then selectively identifies a few ‘good’ search result web pages \( \{wp_f\} \) that satisfy the need \( \Omega \) as well as a few ‘bad’ search result web pages \( \{wp_b\} \) that fail to satisfy the need. Given such initial set of positive and negative examples, the method then trains the predictive model \( \Phi(wp, \Omega) \) for determining the utility score of an arbitrary search result web page \( wp \), using the method introduced earlier in Section 3. Given the trained web page utility assessment model \( \Phi(wp, \Omega) \), we then launch our adaptive web crawler following the design introduced at Section 4.2.

During the online execution of the web crawler, according to the utility scores \( \Phi(wp, \Omega) \) derived from the currently downloaded web pages \( \{wp_p\} \), we can then train the lightweight web page utility estimation function \( \Upsilon(wp(u_i), \Omega, t_z) \), which can be deployed to estimate the utility of a web page \( wp(u_i) \) without requiring the web crawler to first download the page, thus offering a tremendous time saving for the crawling procedure. To balance two alternative options, (i) to derive a most accurate estimation model \( \Upsilon(wp(u_i), \Omega, t_z) \) by making use of all available training samples through timely model retraining and (ii) to save some model training time for the actual web crawling process, we adopt the tradeoff solution of only retraining the model of \( \Upsilon(wp(u_i), \Omega, t_z) \) when there are 10% additional training samples available. Note that after each round of retraining, we will acquire a new version of the functions \( \eta_{\mathbf{ui}, T}(wp(\mathbf{ui}_0), T), \psi_{\mathbf{ui}, T}(wp(\mathbf{ui}_0), T) \) and \( \Upsilon(wp(\mathbf{ui}_0), \Omega, T) \), which allows the crawler to update its crawling strategy according to (6).

It shall also be noted that during any moment of the crawler’s execution process, an end user can always label additional search results as being satisfactory or not with respect to the information acquisition need \( \Omega \). Such interactive user labeling process allows an end user to dynamically expand the training sets of \( \{wp_f\} \) and \( \{wp_b\} \). Once these two training sets are expanded, the model of \( \Phi(wp, \Omega) \) will be updated, which in turn will lead to an updated model of \( \Upsilon(wp(u_i), \Omega, t_z) \).

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To explore the potential of our proposed web crawler, we conducted two crawling tasks where we, respectively, collected patient-generated online content regarding two cancer research topics: one on breast cancer patients and their lifestyle choices and the other on lung cancer patients with history of smoking. Both crawling tasks are relevant for addressing epidemiological type questions by analyzing online personal stories of cancer patients who meet the specific selection criteria imposed by the cancer researcher. For the breast cancer study, 133 positive and 875 negative exemplar search results were manually collected by a human researcher to initialize the crawling system. These sample results were mostly collected by manually searching established cancer-related forums such as the American Cancer Society’s cancer survivor network forum ACS (2013). To assess the performance advantage of the new crawler with respect to the state-of-the-art, we compared our crawler with one of the leading adaptive web crawlers proposed by Barbosa and Freire (2007) as a peer crawling method. We implemented the prototype system of the peer method according to the design and all technical details disclosed in their original publication. In our comparative
experiments, the same set of example search results is used to train and initialize the peer crawling method.

The runtime performance of both crawlers is reported in Figure 2 for both case studies. The figure shows the total amount of web pages crawled (Raw Volume), the amount of web crawling results obtained by a crawler that are estimated relevant to the current crawling objective wherein the relevance estimation is performed by the crawler’s built-in self-assessment capability (Gross Volume) and the amount of satisfactory search results obtained as judged by the human end user (Net Volume). In addition, we also show the temporal precision (Precision) and cumulative precision (Cumulative Precision) of either crawler throughout the whole crawling process as measured via a sampling-based human evaluation procedure. Owing to the large volume of crawling results produced, it is prohibitively expensive to ask a cancer researcher to manually evaluate the quality of each individual result for deriving the precision of either crawler. Therefore, we used a sampling-based manual evaluation procedure wherein the researcher manually evaluated the quality of every other 50 crawling results using binary labels (1: relevant, 0: irrelevant) regarding the relevance of the sampled result. Comparing between (a) and (b) in Figure 2, we can see that the peer method obtains a slightly larger raw crawling volume than our crawler, which is possibly caused by the more sophisticated decision logic used by our method. This qualitative difference is weakly reversed when it comes to the gross crawling volume, suggesting that our method works better in guiding itself to encounter more useful web pages than the peer approach. More importantly, the precision attained by the new crawler, both in terms of its temporal precision and cumulative precision as evaluated by the human searcher, is consistently superior to that of the peer method. Consequently, the net crawling amount obtained by our proposed crawler is substantially more abundant than that of the peer method. Table 1 reports the quantitative difference between the two methods in terms of their net crawling volumes.

To further assess the performance advantage of our web crawler, we performed a secondary experiment for the breast cancer case study by asking our adaptive crawler to repeat the search using a substantially reduced number of exemplar search results. Specifically, the crawler was initialized using only 67 positive and 438 negative search results. The results are also shown in the figure, which demonstrate a similar qualitative performance difference between the two methods in comparison: (i) the peer method encounters more web pages than our crawler in that it obtains a larger raw crawling volume than the new method; (ii) the gross volume of the two methods is comparable, with a slight advantage achieved by the new crawler; (iii) the precision of the new crawler is substantially higher than that of the peer method, leading to a substantially larger net volume of results crawled by our approach. Table 1 shows a quantitative comparison between the two adaptive web crawling methods in terms of their effectiveness and time efficiency of harvesting user-desired online content for two cancer case studies—one on breast cancer and the other on lung cancer research using both an enriched set and a reduced set of user-labeled exemplar search results to train each crawler, respectively. This table reports the number of distinct web pages crawled that are relevant to the specific information.

Fig. 2. Performance comparison between our new crawling method (a) and the peer method by Barbosa and Freire (2007) (b) for collecting life stories of breast cancer patients. Both crawling methods were initialized using the same set of labeled samples. To explore the influence of the training sample size, we randomly selected 50% of the available positive and negative training samples and repeated the aforementioned comparable analysis (c and d).
needs and requirements of either study, referred to as ‘net volumes’, after executing each adaptive crawling process for progressively extended periods of time, namely after 1, 6, 11, 16 and 20 h of crawling. To derive the end user-evaluated net volumes of online content obtained up to each snapshot moment of a crawling process, we adopt the aforementioned selective sampling-based manual evaluation strategy. As mentioned earlier in the text, both our adaptive web crawler and the state-of-the-art peer crawler were trained and initialized using the same set of seed URLs and user-labeled exemplar search results for capturing and understanding the type and scope of online content desired by e-health researchers in either crawling experiment. Instead of reporting the raw volumes of web content acquired by the two crawlers, respectively, we choose to compare the net volumes of selectively acquired online content because the latter volumes more truthfully indicate the amount of acquired web content relevant and useful for e-health researchers in either study. The last row of each subtotal also captures the rate of harvesting user-desired online content by our crawler with respect to the harvesting rate of the peer crawler at each crawling snapshot moment. In both comparative studies, the adaptive crawler is consistently superior to the peer method. In addition, the comparative study using a reduced set of user-labeled sample web search results further supports the advantage of the new crawler. Namely, our new crawler can be initialized with a small set of exemplar search results for quick launch, which is still capable of obtaining superior crawling performance.

Similarly, for the lung cancer case study, 73 positive and 700 negative web pages from sites such as the Lung Cancer Support Community were manually collected as exemplar search results to initialize the system. For comparison purposes, we further conducted a peer crawling session by using a reduced set of human labels consisting of 50 positive and 400 negative sample web pages. The runtime performance of our crawler for the new crawling task under the two initialization conditions is reported in Figure 3 and Table 1. Similar to the breast cancer case study, the new crawler demonstrates clear advantage over the peer method for the lung cancer case study as well.

Table 1. Quantitative comparison between the performance of our crawler and that of the peer method (Barbosa and Freire, 2007) in terms of the net volumes of user-desired online content harvested by each crawler for progressively extended periods of crawling time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Cumulative crawling time (hour)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Crawling for the breast cancer study (enriched training set)</td>
<td>Peer crawler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Our crawler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rate (our/peer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Crawling for the breast cancer study (reduced training set)</td>
<td>Peer crawler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Our crawler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rate (our/peer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Crawling for the lung cancer study (enriched training set)</td>
<td>Peer crawler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Our crawler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rate (our/peer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) Crawling for the lung cancer study (reduced training set)</td>
<td>Peer crawler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Our crawler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rate (our/peer)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: See more detailed explanations about the comparative experiments for performance benchmarking in the text.

For the initial slower rate of acquiring the raw crawling volume, recalling the early conclusion that the new crawler consistently sustains a superior crawling precision than the peer method, it seems that the proposed new crawler favors precision rather than the raw crawling volume as compared with the peer crawler. That is, we hypothesize that the new crawler may choose to spend more time in executing its adaptive web crawling logics to determine on-the-fly a web crawling plan for the current crawling task rather than the alternative strategy of performing more operations of raw web crawling with a less deliberated adaptive crawling plan. Consequently, the new crawler may exhibit a slower rate of web crawling than the peer method.

As verified by the performance evaluation results reported in Figure 3 and Table 1, such prioritized execution of the planning process for adaptive web crawling turns out to yield more effective overall return in terms of the net volume of crawling results obtained. Such tactical crawling strategy determination may not be necessary or evident when the amount of available user-labeled exemplary training samples is abundant; yet when the samples are scarce or less informative, extra planning in the adaptive crawling process may be more important for the proposed crawler compared with the peer method.

For the second phase of the gradual speedup of the proposed adaptive crawler, a potential reason is that when more online content has been crawled and thus becomes available for retraining the lightweighted crawler navigation model \( \mathcal{V}(wpt(u), \Omega, t_c) \), the utility of frequent model retraining declines. Thus, by shifting...
more time from the model retraining to actual web crawling operations, the crawler can obtain the raw volume faster. A second potential reason for the accelerated rate of the raw crawling volume is that after the crawler has accumulated a critical mass amount of online content, such an intermediate result set may lead to a more effective \( \gamma(wp(u_i), \Omega, t_c) \) for guiding the crawler to visit web pages with fast link visitation time.

### 6 DISCUSSION

Comparing the design of our newly proposed adaptive crawler with that of the peer method presented in Barbosa and Freire (2007), there exist four key aspects of similarities between the two approaches as follows: (i) both methods are designed with an online learning capability, which automatically learns on-the-fly to capture characteristics of promising crawling paths or destination web regions that lead to the most rewarding discoveries of online content relevant to the current crawling needs; (ii) both methods are equipped with a randomized link visitation strategy where the likelihood of selecting a certain link from the candidate URL pool for visit in the next crawling step is probabilistically modulated by the estimated reward that the link can lead to the discovery of relevant content, (iii) both methods are equipped with some self-assessment and self-critic module that can autonomously determine the relevance of any harvested web page with respect to the crawling needs for selective output of crawling results and (iv) both methods extract text features and select the most reliable subset of candidate features to construct the predictive estimator on the crawling utility of a link.

The key differences between the two methods include (i) to forecast the utility of a link \( u_i \), our method introduces a light-weighted learner \( \gamma(wp(u_i), \Omega, t_c) \) that predicts the utility score before crawling the web content pointed to by \( u_i \) according to the information provided by the snippet associated with \( u_i \). Such snippet is always available for search results returned by a typical search engine (such as Google and Yahoo). The snippet includes \( u_i \)'s URL, a running head text of \( u_i \) and a brief piece of selected text from the search result associated with \( u_i \). In comparison, the adaptive link learner introduced in the peer method only examines the text information encoded in a link’s URL when performing the link utility estimation. The extended scope of textual information available from the snippet of a link allows our predicting function to be able to estimate the link utility more accurately (as confirmed by the experimental results), which results in better accuracy in targeted web crawling. (ii) In addition to the lightweighted learner \( \gamma(wp(u_i), \Omega, t_c) \), our method also carries a more powerful web page utility assessment function \( \Phi(wp, \Omega) \) that measures the utility of a web page \( wp \) with respect to the information need \( \Omega \) after the web page is crawled. Based on the output of the function \( \Phi(wp, \Omega) \), we dynamically retrain the function of \( \gamma(wp(u_i), \Omega, t_c) \) so that the particular machine learning model selection and configuration are optimized on-the-fly according to all the cumulative quality assessment scores produced by the function \( \Phi(wp, \Omega) \) since the beginning of the current crawling session. This novel two-tier online learning framework, which was not present in the peer method, allows our method to be able to train a more tailored and task-optimized link utility predictor \( \gamma(wp(u_i), \Omega) \) in an autonomous fashion. (iii) The peer
method uses a specialized classifier for recognizing online searchable forms as a critic to judge the relevance of their online crawling results. This feedback mechanism is only applicable for the particular crawling needs to discover web pages of searchable forms as hidden entries to online databases. In contrast, when assessing the utility of a crawled online content web page, our method comprehensively considers the content words in the main body of an HTML file, words in the heading and subtitles of an HTML file and the anchor text embedded in an HTML file. Benefited by this more generic design of the self-assessment mechanism, which is coupled by a corresponding more advanced text feature extraction, selection and predictive modeling implementation, our adaptive crawler is able to detect online content meeting a much wider spectrum of users’ needs for a more generic scope of applications. (iv) Our new crawler design explicitly models the confidence and reliability of its link utility prediction performance during the execution of online web crawling and considers such uncertainty during its planning of adaptive strategies for the current crawling task. This uncertainty modeling feature is missing from the design of the peer method. (v) Our crawler design explicitly models the time required to access a given web page for balancing the time spent between developing more carefully planned crawling strategies versus executing more operations of web page harvesting with less deliberated crawling strategies. Such feature is also absent from the design of the peer method.

To better understand the behavior characteristics of the two crawling methods, we conducted some further investigative analysis to comparatively examine crawling results obtained by each crawler for the two case studies reported in this article. First, we examined the overlap between crawling results harvested by the two crawlers using three metrics, which assess the amount of common content between two crawling result sets $S_1$ and $S_2$ on the levels of key words, documents and sites, respectively. For the key word-level overlap between $S_1$ and $S_2$, we first extracted the key words from each result set using the RAKE algorithm (Rose et al., 2012). Next, we ranked the two lists of key words according to each key word’s term frequency-inverse document frequency value among its corresponding crawling result set. We then counted the number of common key words included in the top-ranked key word lists of $S_1$ and $S_2$ as the key word-level overlap between $S_1$ and $S_2$. Figure 4 reports results of the estimated key word-level overlap between the two sets of crawling results where both crawlers are trained with the full set of example search results. Figure 4a shows that the key word-level overlap remains roughly in the same value range (between 60 and 80%) even when estimated using different sizes of top-ranked key words. We then chose a representative window size (300) for the top-ranked key words and estimated the key word-level overlap throughout the entire crawling sessions. The results are shown in Figure 4b, according to which we can see the overlap between the two crawling result sets also stably remains within the same value range of 60 and 80% during the progression of the crawling processes. For the document-level overlap, we use the cosine distance to measure pairwise document similarity. We then estimated the overlap between $S_1$ and $S_2$ as the number of documents in $S_1$ and $S_2$ that can find at least one counterpart document in the other crawling result set with which their pairwise document similarity is no $<90\%$, divided by the total number of documents in $S_1$ and $S_2$ (without duplicate document removal). For the breast cancer study, the estimated document-level overlap is 69.5%; for the lung cancer case study, the estimated document-level overlap is 66.2%. Lastly, we also estimate the site-level overlap between the two crawling result sets. For the breast cancer study, the estimated site-level overlap is 33.7%; for the lung cancer case study, the estimated site-level overlap is 27.3%. We suspect the reason for the reduced numbers in the estimated overlap scores is because the site-level overlap estimate focuses on the physical URL positions of the acquired web pages rather than the actual content embedded in these web pages. Therefore, site-level overlap estimate presumably underestimates the actual content overlap between the two crawling result sets. Overall, according to the above analysis of overlapping content between the two crawling result sets, we acknowledge the benefit of simultaneously running both crawlers to acquire online content in a complementary fashion, as only a partial body of the harvested materials is commonly acquired by both crawling methods.

To understand the content similarities and differences between online materials harvested by the two crawlers, we further generated for each case study three lists of top-ranked key words, including key words that appear in both sets of crawling results, referred to as ‘common keywords’ and key words that appear only in crawling results acquired by one of the two crawlers, referred to as ‘unique keywords’. By manually reading through these three lists of top-ranked key words saliently embodied in the crawling results, we empirically notice that the common key words cover overwhelmingly generic non-technical terms associated with cancer, such as ‘cancer’, ‘therapy’, ‘surgery’, ‘treatment’, ‘tumor’ and ‘diagnosis’. For key words unique to the peer crawling method, they primarily include technical terms associated with cancer, such as ‘invasive breast cancer’, ‘ultrasound’, ‘discharge’, ‘vivo’, ‘ducts’, ‘lobules’, ‘mortality’, ‘ductal carcinoma’ and ‘inhibitors’. Finally, key words unique to our adaptive crawler are mostly associated with lifestyle aspects of a patient, and fewer key words describing the disease itself. In summary,
the peer method appears to collect online content richer in medical terms, whereas the adaptive crawler appears to be able to harvest cancer patient stories that expose more abundant details in lifestyle and emotionally related matters. It is noted the latter type of crawling results acquired by our crawler agrees better with the true information collection needs of e-health researchers in both case studies—one about gathering life stories of breast cancer patients and the other about smoking of lung cancer patients. We speculate this better alignment of crawling results with researchers’ information acquisition needs is achieved by the more content-sensitive adaptive crawling mechanism of our new crawler, benefited by its more advanced selective online content detection and acquisition algorithm proposed in this article.

7 CONCLUSION

We propose a user-oriented web crawler that can adaptively acquire social media content on the Internet to meet the specific online data source acquisition needs of the end user. We evaluated the new crawler in the context of cancer epidemiological research with two case studies. Experimental results show that the new crawler can substantially accelerate the online user-generated content acquisition efforts for cancer researchers than using the existing state-of-the-art adaptive web crawling technology.
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